
Small Steps with Giant Impact in 
Pre-Clinical Research

SAVING TIME AND IMPROVING OUTCOMES THROUGH EXPANDED RESEARCH SCOPE 
This white paper looks at how small steps, such as greater data sharing and extending data 
searches beyond standard literature searches, can bring about huge improvements to  
pre-clinical R&D productivity. Various forms of collaboration between research groups have 
proven particularly effective.
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Despite all the advances in technology in recent years, bringing a drug from bench to 
bedside remains a costly, complex and time-consuming process with no guarantee of 
success. A 2015 Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America report states 
that it takes at least 10 years for a drug to make the journey from discovery to the 
marketplace, at an average cost of $2.6 billion (1). The likelihood that a drug entering 
clinical testing will eventually be approved is estimated to be less than 12%. 

The result? As a recent article suggests, the industry has come under strongly growing 
economic pressure (2). The authors state that pharmaceutical companies need “to find 
new approaches to improve productivity and increase their output of original drugs, 
not only to satisfy demands of the healthcare sector to increase the life expectancy and 
quality of life of billions of people, but also to ensure their business survival in terms of 
return on R&D investment.”

Emerging strategies and technologies that enable companies to expand their pool of 
resources and improve data accuracy can help by significantly streamlining the drug 
discovery, development and approval process, thus reducing time and costs. However, 
companies have to be willing to take advantage of these opportunities.

Emerging strategies and technologies 
can significantly streamline the  
drug discovery, development and 
approval process.

On average, it takes at least 10 years 
and costs $2.6 billion to bring a drug 
from discovery to market. Only 12% 
of drugs that enter clinical testing get 
approved.
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DATA SHARING IS KEY
Digitization of scientific research and the ability to store and preserve research data 
are making the sharing of such data easier than in prior years. Funding bodies—
including the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the European Commission 
(EC)—are launching initiatives that encourage the sharing of research data specifically 
to enable reuse. The NIH recently announced its intention to “make public access to 
digital scientific data the standard for all NIH-funded research” (3), whereas the EC has 
prioritized Open Science which “describes the ongoing transitions in the way research 
is performed, researchers collaborate, knowledge is shared and science  
is organized” (4). 

For companies and other research groups, these initiatives provide access to an 
unprecedented amount of data, much of which may be relevant to their drug discovery 
and development projects. The availability and reusability of that data enables faster and 
easier validation of novel research; earlier identification of potential adverse events; less 
duplication of effort; and less time spent pursuing false leads. Elsevier authors Anita 
de Waard, Helena Cousijn and Jan Aalbersberg recently described the characteristics of 
highly effective research data, providing insight into how to manage research data to 
make it reusable (5).

LITERATURE SEARCHES ARE ESSENTIAL
Of course, the availability of large, diverse data sets is of little use if the data are 
not mined and used appropriately. Focused literature searches across a multitude 
of sources provide input that can help validate a company’s internal findings about 
a candidate compound, and also remove internal bias about findings, according to 
Simon Bailey, Senior Director at Pfizer. Yet those who might benefit most don’t always 
take advantage of the opportunity. 

“Smaller organizations and start-ups have much smaller internal data sets and stand to 
benefit by relying on external data sets. What they can learn from the literature is way 
cheaper than what they can learn solely through their own experience,” Bailey said in 
an interview for this paper. “Yet I’ve been surprised at the reluctance of some of these 
companies to purchase licenses that provide access to journals and search tools. They 
think they’re saving money, but what really costs money is lab time. They’d save lab 
time by doing literature searches, and those search tools and licenses would pay for 
themselves over and over.”

Researchers say they prefer to choose which metrics to apply to get the most relevant, 
high quality results from their searches (6). For example, if they are looking to validate 
their internal findings, they need to be able to refine their searches to ensure that a 
particular fact is indeed an experimental finding mentioned in the results section of a 
paper, not simply cited in the introduction, discussion or conclusion sections. 

According to Bailey, “the ability to perform such searches provides a kind of check and 
balance to help ensure that what we’re finding internally at least matches what’s out 
there in the literature.” His team also applies metrics to assess the authors of papers. 
Company researchers might decide to give more weight to findings that come out of 
an industry lab that shares the company’s goals and practices, for example, compared 
with an academic lab that might have a different context and perspective on the results.
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EXTENDING SEARCHES ADDS VALUE
Raw datasets are also becoming increasingly available and searchable, separately from 
published articles. For example, Elsevier recently launched an Open Data pilot, which 
makes the raw research data submitted with an article accessible online to all users, 
alongside the published article (7). There is also a recent initiative to help authors to 
post their data in relevant public data repositories with a link back to their  
published article (8). 

As part of its NIH Big Data to Knowledge initiative (9), the US National Institutes of 
Health has published a funding opportunity to develop the NIH Data Discovery Index 
(10), which will enable the discovery, access and citation of biomedical data. Other 
funding opportunities encourage the development of dedicated data search engines. 
In a project co-funded by a National Science Foundation EAGER grant, Elsevier is 
working on a data search pilot with the Carnegie Mellon School of Computer Science 
to facilitate the querying of tabular content extracted from articles and imported from 
research databases (11).

Expanding pre-clinical research also means going beyond literature searches, 
especially when doing risk-mitigation analyses early on. Most such analyses are run on 
comparative databases made up largely of information from the literature and labeling. 
What’s often missing is the integration of regulatory data found in the medical, 
chemistry, statistical and clinical pharmacology and biopharmaceutics reviews sections 
of the US Food and Drug Administration’s new drug approval packages, and similar 
input from the European Medicines Agency (12). Omitting this data, which is easy to 
do if the studies referenced in these documents are not published in the literature, can 
lead to under-informed decisions.

Under-informed decisions arise from 
omitting regulatory data from medical, 
chemistry, statistical and clinical 
pharmacology review sections of FDA 
new drug approval packages.
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COLLABORATION BRINGS POWER
Thomas Bateman, a professor of management at the University of Virginia, recently 
observed that “the big problems we face today demand interdisciplinary innovation” 
(13). While companies, universities, research organizations and funders all support the 
concept, a study by Bateman and colleague Andrew Hess showed that scientists’ goals 
and works styles affect their willingness to engage in collaborative projects (14). While 
two-thirds of study participants were less likely to choose an interdisciplinary project 
compared with a deeply specialized project, Bateman noted that such propensities were 
not deeply ingrained. Rather, they were work styles that could be changed if individuals 
chose to change them. The need to change is clear, as are the benefits of collaboration. 

On the most basic level, when organizations acquire similar datasets through their 
work, combining those datasets can make it easier to draw conclusions about specific 
entities of interest, and also to conduct meaningful meta-analyses. To share effectively, 
data must be in a form that makes it easy to share and compare results. One of the 
barriers to collaboration, according to Simon Bailey, is that experimental results may be 
reported in diverse formats. “People often generate findings individually. Some are in 
documents, some are in spreadsheets—and many are sitting on people’s laptops  
and servers.”

On the public side, the NIH has stated that it is supporting initiatives to establish 
common data elements (CDEs) for relevant areas of research in order to optimize 
accessibility and interoperability (3). Moreover, it is mandating that data produced 
through intramural research or supported by contracts, and data that are deposited in 
an NIH repository for use and distribution “must be provided in a way that supports 
downstream information processing and dissemination activities (e.g., are machine-
readable, use data standards, utilize open-use licenses, and use common core and 
extensible metadata, as appropriate).” These are long-term initiatives that will greatly 
facilitate collaborations across the public and private sectors.

Data sharing also is a foundational aspect of the consortium approach to scientific 
collaborations, which provides access to much larger cohorts than any single 
company or research institution could enlist on its own. A recent example is the 
NIH’s Precision Medicine Initiative Cohort Program, which will “engage partners 
across all communities—scientific, medical, health and societal—and public as 
well as private sectors,” by inviting participation of “patients and patient advocacy 
organizations, academic medical centers, clinicians, scientists from multiple disciplines, 
pharmaceutical companies and medical product developers, scientific societies and 
research coalitions, privacy experts, and medical ethicists” (15).

For now, Bailey emphasizes that “companies are becoming more open to data sharing 
as we realize that many scientific challenges are better solved through a pharma 
industry version of crowd sourcing, particularly in a pre-competitive space. Trying to 
solve everything internally reduces the chances of success. Collaborating brings more 
advantages than competing, and, in the end, everyone benefits.”
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DISCOVER MORE
To see how Elsevier R&D Solutions for 
Pharma & Life Sciences can yield insights to 
improve drug development, visit  
https://www.elsevier.com/rd-solutions/
pharma-and-life-sciences.

https://www.elsevier.com/rd-solutions/pharma-and-life-sciences
https://www.elsevier.com/rd-solutions/pharma-and-life-sciences
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